In 2023, the central bank announced its third interest rate hike, which will increase interest rates by 25% and 75%, and 100% in the previous week. The stronger global economy and the possibility of a recession in the Eurozone is anticipated to support the demand for SDRs.

The Bank of Japan is expected to continue its accommodative monetary policy, and inflation expectations are likely to remain low. The Bank of Japan's (BoJ) monetary policy is expected to remain accommodative, with a focus on maintaining price stability and supporting economic growth. The BoJ is expected to maintain its quantitative easing (QE) policy, with a focus on maintaining the yield curve at current levels. Additionally, the BoJ is expected to continue its unconventional monetary policy measures, such as providing liquidity support to the financial sector and supporting the corporate sector. The BoJ is also expected to maintain its forward guidance, with a focus on maintaining economic growth and price stability.

In the foreign exchange market, the dollar strengthened against most major currencies, with the exception of the Japanese yen. The euro weakened against the dollar, with the exception of the British pound, which strengthened against the dollar. The Australian dollar weakened against the dollar, with the exception of the Japanese yen. The Canadian dollar weakened against the dollar, with the exception of the British pound. The Swiss franc strengthened against the dollar, with the exception of the Japanese yen.
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